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A

year of resilience. One thing the pandemic has taught us
all is to be more empathetic. As a community, we have
faced a seemingly insurmountable amount of trials and
tribulations, including sickness and isolation. As social creatures
who crave connection, the COVID-19 pandemic forced many of
us into different ways of communicating. We wrote—texts, emails,
letters, books, and songs—to stay connected. Syracuse students
wrote their own stories, as represented in this publication. This
year’s Intertext is the culmination of a year full of hardships—and
most importantly, resilience. We were inspired time and time again
by the honesty, confidence, and determination of this year’s authors. This issue ranges from stories about love at first sight to
building friendships to debunking political issues to self-realization.
The editors of Intertext would like to thank Professor Patrick W.
Berry for teaching us what teamwork looks like. Collaboration was
an essential part of the course: from gathering opinions on stories to
photographing around campus to discussing what we’d like our cover
to be. This issue was about sharing ideas and building community.
We thank Benay Bubar for helping us see copyediting through a
professional lens and Wendy Mansfield for her excellent feedback
on our layouts. We also thank the judges of the Louise Wetherbee Phelps and Margaret Himley writing awards: Mark Bousquet,
Kevin Adonis Browne, Abigail Long and Nancy Tranter Wright.
We recognize that writing serves as a safe space to heal, grow,
and learn. We are grateful to our authors for allowing us to share
their pieces. Your creativity, authenticity, and originality are what
make Intertext so special. We hope you, our beloved reader, enjoy
Intertext as much as we enjoyed reviewing, editing, and watching it
come to life. The editors of Intertext were in awe of the authors, artists, and photographers’ work. Thank you once again to everyone
who contributed.
Finally, we’d like to commend every student of Syracuse
University for being diligent and patient with each other and the
world this year. COVID-19 not only tested our patience but also
our solidarity as a community. We did not fail each other. Being
back in person may be daunting for many of us, so be sure to take
time for yourself—rest, recover, and continue to be resilient.
—Julia O’Leary and Ivana Xie
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